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Introduction

This Fanfic is about the friendship that Camo and Zap have. It is from Zap's POV and is a day in the life of a water dragon. Hope you like it!
Chapter 1

Here I am, laying on my silk 'royal bed', waiting for my BFF Camo to get home from Life School. There's a thing down in the library each day where all the Skylanders of one element go and study and read books and stay the night and stuff like that. We live in the great castle of Skylands, which us above the Molekin mine at the ruins. The sun is shining and it's 5:00pm. *Hears a knock at the door of Camo and Zap's room* Hey that's probably Camo now! I rush to the door and open it. "Hey Camo," I say. He says hi back and we rush inside to sit on Camos bed of leaves. "How'd you go at the Life school?" I ask. "Just fine. Stump Smash and Zook were flirting with Stealthy, but I eventually got em to knock it off" I nod bitterly and pick a watermelon from the vine covered walls of Camos end of the bedroom and chomp in. "MmmmMmmm! Delicious! How do you make these so darn tasty!" Camo shrugs sarcastically and winks. "All in the secret of the Cyptagon, Zap. All in the secret of the Cyptagon." I huff. He didn't tell me for 2 reasons. 1: I am the only Skylanders who knows the formula for the melons so he's told me once already and 2: Lightning Rod has big ears and is walking/floating past our bedroom now. I run to my end of the room and got into the sowing draw. "Yo CamO? Wanna stitch pure silk?" I suggest. "Sure why not?" So me and Camo get down on The floor and Erich pure/royal silk for the next half hr.

So, I guess that's a day in my life. Zap the water dragons life!